
Getting outdoors is key to good emotional health.  
 Join the fun!  Full videos and instructions at:
www.ohuddle.org/nature
 
Activity #1 AT HOME ASTRONOMY PLANISPHERE:
Learn some of the constellations we can see in the skies above
us!  Cut the planisphere, attach the circle to the bottom of the
rectangle. with the brad.  Fold so that the circle can be seen
through the hole!
 
Activity #2 OUTDOOR MICRO ADVENTURE:
Follow along with Mountain from Camp Nuhop as he guides
you on a micro adventure that you can do in your backyard or
at a nearby park. Grab your magnifying glass and prepare to
get down and dirty. Materials: magnifying glass, 1meter long
string, ruler (printout),sites.google.com/nuhop.org/at-home-
outdoor-education/micro-hike
 
Activity #3: OUTDOOR BINGO:
Sharpen your estimation skills and choose your challenge.
You’ll need to use measuring devices to make some wild
discoveries about basic questions; how many? how much? how
far? and how long? Materials: Estimation Bingo Sheet, watch or
timer, 1 meter ruler 
 
Activity #4 COLOR CARDS
Nature’s creativity knows no limits! It is truly spectacular the
different colors we can find when we look carefully. For this
activity, get outside and try to find some amazing examples of
how nature paints her creations in a rainbow of
colors. Materials: Paint samples, optional camera to record
findings
 
 
 
 

SCREEN
FREE
ACTIVITY

ABOUT SUPPORT
SERVICE DURING THE
EXTENDED SCHOOL
BREAK

OHuddle has created a
list of available
resources to promote
structured time at
home during the
extended break.  For
this and each of the 

below resources, you can quickly access
these resources by opening your phone's
camera app and hovering it over the
above QR code.  
 
Having difficulty opening the link?  Go to
ohuddle.org/parents

Each week a winner will be selected and we
will drop off a sanitized game or other gift on
your front porch!
 
See all the fun at
https://www.facebook.com/ohuddle.org/

Boys and Girls Club and
OHuddle care about
your experience and
the resources available
to you and your child
during this break.  If you
have a specific need,
please allow our team

to be of service.  Check out our virtual club
resources or contact us below:
 
Karrie Foster (OHuddle SIte Coordinator
and BGCW Teen Center Site Director)
kfoster@ohuddle.org THESE RESOURCES BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

Online Resources

Earn more Prizes
Use this social
media frame and
tag OHuddle on
Facebook to
SHOW US YOUR
EXPERIMENT with
your new book!. 

Virtual Club
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